Member companies can request the assistance of 5-7 other CAHRS companies in areas of interest to them several times a year.

Send an email to CAHRS with the following:
• The topic of interest and a sampling of questions or areas you’d like to discuss
• The names of 5-7 member companies you’d like to benchmark with

http://cahrs.ill.cornell.edu/about/corporate%20partners.aspx

Send the e-mail to:
• Jo Hagin (jap7@cornell.edu) or Beth Flynn-Ferry (eef9@cornell.edu). They will find the appropriate contact and get that name to you

Your next steps:
• You then set up a call with that contact to do your benchmarking (1:1)
• Upon completion of the benchmarking, send a summary (anonymized) to the companies that participated and CAHRS
• Anonymized, reformatted summaries (no specific names or company references) are posted to the CAHRS website under the appropriate COE for all partners to benefit from